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INTRODUCTION TO THE PROJECT TEACHING SEQUENCE  

Not sure how to talk about the weather? Any idea what the steps to predict a forecast are? Have you 
ever thought about being a meteorologist or discovering if it’s going to rain on the next bank holiday 

weekend? Does the word ‘fog’ ring any bells? And what about ‘anticyclone’? This project will 
provide you with some of the keys to work your way through all of these issues. 

You will become a real meteorologist! You will explain the weather during a few days to your 
colleagues in the class and to the rest of the high school through TV screen and the website. Are you 

ready to take on the challenge? 

The driving question:  How can we make a weather forecast for our village? 
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GOALS HOW DO YOU KNOW STUDENTS ARE MAKING 

PROGRESS? 

1. Identify different 
atmospheric phenomena  

 

 

2. Understand and describe 
what atmospheric pressure is.  

3. Use scientific instruments to 
describe the weather and 
reflect this in a table or graph.   

 

 

4. Understand and analyse a 
weather forecast.  

5. Create an oral presentation 
about the weather forecast for 
the next few days.  

1.1. Identify and recognize the main atmospheric phenomena caused 
by water vapour and wind. 

 1.2. Recognize and point out the weather characteristics that create 
atmospheric phenomena.  

1.3. Identify  which atmospheric phenomena could appear in our 
village, why and when. 

2.1. Explain atmospheric pressure and its changes with altitude and 
temperature.  

2.2. Identify  and describe the main elements in a weather map. 

3. Use a thermometer, barometer, rain gauge and other instruments to 
analyse the weather in our village.   

3.2. Take correct measures from a table about the information that 
instruments give and interpret using diagrams and graphs.  

4.1. Distinguish and examine the main characteristics in weather 
maps and meteorologist explanations. 

4.2 Explain and justify what weather we will have the following day 
and discuss. 

5.1. Create, support, and present an oral presentation explaining the 

weather forecast for the next few days. 
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FINAL PRODUCT  

What is the final 

product? 

Make a weather forecast from your village during 4 days using presentation 

programs. Describe different weather maps or tables (satellite, symbolic, 

atmospheric pressure) in your presentation. You will work in pairs.  

Explain orally, as a meteorologist, your weather forecast to the rest of the 

class and make a video that will be watched by the rest of the high school 

through TV screen and our website. 

 

KEY COMPETENCES  

1 Linguistic communication X 

2 Cultural awareness and expression X 

3 Digital competence X 

4 Mathematical X  

5 Learning to learn X 

6 Sense of initiative and entrepreneurship X 

7 Interaction with the physical world X 

8 Social and civic competences X 

 

CONTENTS (Knowledge and Skills) 
TOPIC-RELATED CONTENTS  TOPIC-RELATED SKILLS  

Weather phenomena (types, causes, instruments to 
measure) 
Atmospheric pressure, humidity and its effects on 
the weather.  

Instruments and measures (thermometer, 
hygrometer, barometer, etc.) 

Weather forecast  

Analysing the weather phenomena.  

Experimenting with scientific instruments in order 
to describe the weather. 

Describing graphs and tables. 

Working with other students to achieve your goals.  

Predicting and explaining a weather forecast 
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Specific vocabulary:  
 

Atmospheric weather, forecast, climate,  

Atmospheric pressure humidity: units (pascal, atmosphere, millibar), types( high pressure or 
anticyclone, low pressure or depression), humidity, air current, warm and cold front.  

Atmospheric phenomena related to water vapour: clouds, fog, frost, dew, rain (droplets), snow, 
hail, hurricanes, tornadoes, dust storms 

Scientific instruments: thermometer, barometer, rain gauge, hygrometer, weather vane, wing 
gauge 
Magnitudes: temperature, mass, weigh, speed.  
Others: average, precipitation amount, windy, predict, charge with.  
Superlative: Highest, Lowest, Hottest, Coldest, Wettest, Driest 
Ordinal numbers: 1st First, 2nd Second, 3rd Third, 4th Fourth, 11th Eleventh, ... 

 

The Weather in English 

Questions about the weather: 

●   What’s it like out(side)? 
●      How’s the weather? 

●      What’s the weather like? 

●      What’s the temperature? 

●      What’s the weather forecast? 

In English, we usually use it is when we talk about the weather. 

This is normally: It is + adjective OR It is + verb-ing 

It is + adjective = A description of the weather 

●     It is sunny today.                    

●   It’s hot and humid today.         

●   It’s a nice day today. 

We can also say: 

It is a + adjective + day (or morning/afternoon/night) 

●      It’s a fine day. 
●      It’s a windy afternoon. 

It is + verb-ing = This type of weather is happening now. 

CONTENT – OBLIGATORY LANGUAGE  
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●      It’s drizzling outside. 

●      It’s snowing. 

●   Take an umbrella, it’s raining. 

You can also use it is in different tenses 

●    It was cold yesterday. 

●   It will be cloudy tomorrow. 

When you are learning vocabulary about the weather, it is important to remember that some 
of the words have a noun form, a verb form and/or an adjective form. For example: 

●   Rain: (noun) The game was cancelled because of the rain. 
●   Rain: (verb) I think it is going to rain later. 

●   Rainy: (adjective) It’s a rainy day. 

It pays to learn the different forms of each word and when they are used. 

Nouns and Adjectives 

Many times when we are talking about the weather, we can add the letter Y to the end of a 
noun to make it an adjective. 

● rain (noun) - rainy (adjective) 

● sun (noun) - sunny (adjective)  

● wind (noun) - windy (adjective) 

● cloud (noun) - cloudy (adjective) 

● fog (noun) - foggy (adjective) 

 

LOCATION  

Set the location of the point you are talking about: in Catalonia (coast, centre, Pyrenees), the 
North of Spain, in the South, in the East, in the South, in the Southeast, near London, on the 
Atlantic coast, inland, between Lleida and  Barcelona...  

Perhaps you could also use these adjectives: Northern, Southern, Eastern and Western. 

In addition you can ask about the weather in a particular place: 
● Where is it going to be bad/warm weather on the map? 

● Where is it going to be freezing on the map?   Is it cloudy anywhere in the map? 

It is going to ….. 
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TEMPERATURE  

Units: degrees Celsius or Fahrenheit. 

Adjective to describe temperature: freezing, cold, cool, mild, warm, hot. 

Use of arrows to point the changes of temperature: rising or increasing, decreasing, turning 
colder… 

WIND:  

Adjectives to express the speed or strength of the wind: calm, breeze, moderate wind, strong 
wind, gale. 

The direction of the wind is usually drawn with arrows and there are different ways to say it 

● Wind from the South= Southern wind= South wind. 

● Wind from the North= Northern wind= North wind. 

● Wind from the East= Easterly wind= Eastern wind= East wind. 
● Wind from the West= Westerly wind= Western wind= West wind. 

 

 SENTENCES TO DESCRIBE A WEATHER MAP  

Weather 
phenomena 

Rain, Snow, Hail 

Type of skies Clear and Cloudy skies, Overcast, Foggy 

Type of winds Light 
Strong 

Temperature Hot, Warm, Cool, Cold, Freezing 

Location indication South, North, East, West.  

Northeast, Northwest, Southeast, Northwest 

 

Introduction:  

I  / 
will  

explain  
describe 
 

the weather forecast 
of  

United Kingdom 

Europe 
Catalonia 
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Explanation - Extension 

Weather phenomena 

Weather 
phenomena 
Rain 

Snow 

Hail 

was 
is  
will be 

(possible 
especially) 

in the  South, North, 
East, West.  

Northeast, 
Northwest, 
Southeast, 
Northwest 

of United Kingdom 

Catalonia 
 

in England    /  Wales   /  Scotland  /  
Catalonia  

on  the Pyrenees   /   Mediterranean coast 

 

It  was 
is  
will be 

Raining  
Snowing 
Hailing  
 

in the  South, North, East, West.  

Northeast, northwest, 
Southeast, Northwest 

of United 
Kingdom 

Catalonia 
 

in England    /  Wales   /  Scotland  /  Catalonia  
on  the Pyrenees   /   Mediterranean coast 

 

Type of skies 

It  was 
is  
will 
be 

sunny 
cloudy  
foggy 

day in 
the  

South, north, East, West.  

Northeast, Northwest, 
Southeast, Northwest 

of United Kingdom 

Catalonia 
 

a clear 
a cloudy  

skies in England    /  Wales   /  Scotland  /  Catalonia 

overcast 
 

Type of winds 

There were 

are 

will be 

light 
strong 

winds in the  South, north, East, West.  

Northeast, Northwest, 
Southeast, Northwest 

of United 
Kingdom 

Catalonia 
 

calm 

 

 in England    /  Wales   /  Scotland  /  
Catalonia 
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Temperature 

It  was  
is  
will be 

hot 
warm 

temperate 
cool  
cold  
freezing  

in the  Location indication of United Kingdom 

Catalonia 
Europe 

in England    /  Wales   /  Scotland  /  Catalonia 

 

CHANGES OF THE WEATHER  

you can talk about the changes of the weather during a few days: 

The weather will become..., 

It’s getting more and more rainy, etc 

 

Describe the CLIMOGRAPH:  

The hottest month in Lleida is January 

coldest February 

wettest May 

driest August 

  

The average monthly temperature is _______ ºC 
  
  
_______ºF 

annual 

The maximum 

minimum 

  

The average monthly rainfall in Lleida is ____________ mm 

The total annual 
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Expressing Opinions 

Below are some phrases that you can use to help express opinions. Some of these phrases are 
more appropriate for written English such as giving your opinion in an essay whereas some can 
also be used in spoken English. 

Personal Point of View 

We use these words and phrases to express a personal point of view: 

● In my opinion…                                        Personally, I think… 

● I'd say that…                                             I'd suggest that… 
● I believe that…                                         What I mean is… 

General Point of View 

We use these phrases to express a point of view that is generally thought by people: 

● It is thought that...                                     Some people say that... 

● It is considered...                                       It is generally accepted that... 

Agreeing with an opinion 

We use these words and phrases to agree with someone else's point of view: 

● Of course.                      You're absolutely right.  
● Yes, I agree.                        I think so too. 
● That's a good point.            Exactly. 

● I don't think so either.        So do I.  

● That's true.                          Neither do I.  
● I agree with you entirely.    That's just what I was thinking. 
● I couldn't agree more. 

Disagreeing with an opinion 

We use these words and phrases to disagree with someone else's point of view: 

● That's different.                              I don't agree with you. 

● However…         That's not entirely true. 

● On the contrary…                          I'm sorry to disagree with you, but… 
● Yes, but don't you think…             That's not the same thing at all. 

● I'm afraid I have to disagree.         I'm not so sure about that. 
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PERSONAL and EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT  
 

● Make the effort to participate in class 
● Give the best of yourself 
● Evidence that there is progress and self-reflection on your learning process 
● Recognise that you are able to work together 
● Express your ideas in public 
● Use scientific instruments correctly.  

 

MATERIALS and RESOURCES 
● Computers and mobile phones 
● Mind map “Atmospheric phenomena” 
● Tables and graphs 
● Scientific instruments: Motxilla Bioclimàtica 
● Self-assessment checklist 
● Weather forecast videos: BBC, MacMillan video and TV and Google images. 
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COMMENTS  
 

● Heterogeneous distribution of the groups to attend diversity and foster cooperative work 
● Role assignment when setting the groups 
● Positive feedback to foster students’ learning process 
● Teacher’s follow up of the group work 
● Teacher becomes a facilitator, another resource for the student  

 

 

UNIT OVERVIEW 

Session Activities Timing  Skills Interaction  CMC  Assessment 

1 Brainstorming 10’ S Group   

2 Flash cards  45’ R L S Little 

groups (4) 

 Link the image, 

definition and 

name 

      Evaluate the 

results 

3.1 Watch a forecast 

video 

10’ L S Group (S-T-

S) 

 Direct  

questions  

3.2 Read a map (locate, 

direction, indicate 

weather 

phenomenon).  

45’ W S L 

R 

Group - 

Pairs 

 Complete a 

photocopy.  

Evaluate the 

results 
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4 Learn and use 

Scientific 

instruments (S.I.) 

55’ R L S Group – 

Little 

groups 

S. I. Work in groups. 

Explanations.  

5 Jigsaw reading 55’ R W L 

S 

Little 

groups 

 Students 

interaction 

Evaluate the 

results 

6 Read a table and 

graph 

55’ R W L 

S 

Pairs   Complete a 

photocopy 

Students 

interaction 

Evaluate the 

results.  

7 Analyse the video 

and presentation 

40’ R L S Group  Interpret video 

and presentation 

information 

8 Create and expose 

orally a weather 

forecast.  

110’ R W L 

S 

Individual 

or pairs 

 Create an oral 

presentation 

Expose the 

information.  

Work in pairs.  

Search 

information.  

9 Self-assessment 
checklist 

 R W Individual  Answer a rubric 
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SESSION-BY-SESSION PLANNING:  

SESSION 1 

Activity 1   

Activity 

description 

Activate/survey student's prior knowledge about atmosphere and weather 
through a Brainstorming.  

Teacher explains what students will learn in the next sessions. Students will say 
words related with atmosphere and weather. Teacher will write in the 
blackboard students’ words trying to organize their ideas/words.   

 

Outcomes 

Speaking 
Non-
linguistic 
output 

Students say words to the teacher and answer questions.   
Interaction with the teacher and with classmates in order to help 
each other 
 

Input  Listening 

Reading 

Viewing 

See and listen to teacher’s and partners’ contributions 

Understand new vocabulary and definitions.  

Subject-

matter 

CONTENT  

 Weather and atmospheric words phenomena 

Content-

Obligatory 

LANGUAGE  

 Clouds, fog, frost, dew, rain (droplets), snow, hail, hurricanes, 
tornadoes, dust storms 

North, South, East, West, Northern, Southern, Eastern, Western 
Wind: calm, breeze, moderate wind, strong wind, gale 

Timing   10’ 

Format of 

interaction / 

Grouping 

Teacher-led 
interaction  

Teacher helps and encourages students to remember their prior 
knowledge.   
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CMC 

(Computer 

Mediated 

Communicati

on) 

  

Material   Blackboard.  

Assessment Self-
assessment:  

Teacher 
assessment:  

Teacher provides feedback while students are expressing their 
ideas/words.  

 

Activity 2   

Activity 

description 

Flash cards -> image + word + definition 
Students will work in heterogeneous groups of 4 or 5. They use flash cards to 
create a mind map.  

Firstly, they will try to join images with words in the table.  
Then, each member will try to find the word definitions of his/her words in the 
walls. They organize by difficulty of topics. Meanwhile, they are looking for 
the definitions (students that have the same topic), they interact each other to 
choose the correct option.  

When, they finish, they come back to their group tables and explain their result 
to the rest of the group.  

Finally, full group with teacher led revise their activity.  
Teacher and language assistant walks around, interacts with them and provides 
feedback. 

 

Outcomes 

Speaking 
Conversation 

Non-linguistic 
output 

Speak with their partners to join flash cards and create a mind 
map 

Write atmospheric phenomena descriptions.  

Interaction with classmates and teacher in order to help each 
other 
 

Input  Listening /  
Reading 

Viewing 

Others 

See and listen to partners’ and teacher’s contributions. 

Learn and understand new vocabulary and definitions.  
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Subject-

matter 

CONTENT  

 Weather phenomena 

Content-

Obligatory 

LANGUAGE  

 Temperature: hot, warm, temperate (mild), cool (chilly), cold, 
freezing.  
Precipitation: rain (droplets), snow, hail, dew, frost.  
State of sky: sunny (sunshine), clear sky, cloudy, overcast, 
foggy.  
Type of winds: calm, breeze, moderate wind, strong wind, 
tornado, hurricane.  

Other phenomenon’s: rainbow, thunder, lightning, drought, 
flood.  

Timing   45’ 

Format of 

interaction / 

Grouping 

Individual 
work  

Peer 
interaction  

Teacher-led 
interaction  

Peer interaction: students help each other while completing 
the activity. Teacher walks around, interacts with them and 
provides feedback 

Group class: analyse their results. 

CMC 

(Computer 

Mediated 

Communicati

on) 

  

Material   Flash cards, photocopies, blackboard, presentation, and 
computer.  

Assessment Self-
assessment:  

Peer 
assessment: 
Teacher 
assessment:  

Teacher provides feedback while students are working on 
their activities.  

Revise students’ explanations.    
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SESSION 2 

Activity 3   

Activity 

description 

Weather maps 

Watch a short and introductory video explaining a weather forecast.  

Students give feedback about video description with the help of the teacher.  

Show a United Kingdom weather map and with the teacher led interaction, 

students describe the map. Teacher will introduce new knowledge (location, 

weather phenomenon, sky, wind and temperature).  

Then, students will work in pairs to do a photocopy to describe three maps. 

The first one, they will draw the weather elements in a map. The second and 

the third, they will write a map description with scaffolding words.  

 

Outcomes 

Speaking 
Conversation 

Writing  

Non-linguistic 
output 

Students and teacher describe the video and a weather map 

Interact with your partner to draw and write a weather 

map.  

Describe a weather map with scaffolding words.  

Interaction with the teacher and with classmates in order to 

help each other 

 

Input  Listening 

Reading 

Viewing 

Others 

Listen to the video and teacher’s and partners’ 

contributions 

View and read an image and presentation.  

Subject-matter 

CONTENT  

 Identify and describe a weather map 

Content-

Obligatory 

LANGUAGE  

 Locate in a map 
Weather phenomena 

Types of winds 
Types of sky  
Temperature  

Timing   10’ Video  
45’ Weather map description 
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Format of 

interaction / 

Grouping 

Individual 
work  

Peer 
interaction  

Teacher-led 
interaction  

Group class watching and revising the video with the 
teacher led.  

Interact in pairs to do a weather map description.  

CMC 

(Computer 

Mediated 

Communication) 

  

Material   Video, presentation, photocopies, computer. 

Assessment Self-
assessment:  

Peer 
assessment: 
Teacher 
assessment:  

Teacher provides feedback while students are working on 
their activities. 
Revise students work.   

 

SESSION 3 

Activity 4   

Activity 

description 

Firstly, teacher will revise students learning asking questions and revising previous 
activities.  
Scientific instruments 

Teacher will expose a PowerPoint presentation to revise and discover scientific 
instruments to control weather characteristics and air quality.  
Then, students will analyse the air quality of the class and outside using 
Bioclimatic Bag.  

 

Outcomes 

Speaking 
Writing  

Conversation 

Non-linguistic 
output 

Interaction with classmates and with the teacher to help each 
other 

Interact by using scientific instruments.   
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Input  Listening 

Reading 

Viewing 

Others 

Listen to the teacher’s explanations about different instruments. 
Listen to their partners’ contributions 
Reading manual instructions.  

 

Subject-

matter 

CONTENT  

 Scientific instruments 

Content-

Obligatory 

Language 

 Thermometer, barometer, rain gauge, hygrometer, weather vane, 
wing gauge 
Temperature, average, precipitation amount, windy, speed.  

Timing   55’ 

Format of 

interaction 

/ Grouping 

Individual 
work  

Peer 
interaction  

Teacher-led 
interaction  

Whole class: to explain the instruments. 

Work in groups to use different materials.  

CMC 

(Computer 

Mediated 

Communic

ation) 

  

Material   Scientific instruments. Presentation. Bioclimatic Bag 

Assessment Self-
assessment:  

Peer 
assessment: 
Teacher 
assessment:  

 

Teacher provides feedback while students are working on their 
activities. 
Revise students’ explanations.   
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Session 4 

Activity 5  

Activity 

description 

Jigsaw reading tasks 

A. Orientation:  Divide the class into four -five groups:  Group A, Group B, 
Group C and Group D. Take care to match the groups to the different levels 
of difficulty of the reading texts. For example, Text C is probably more 
difficult, while Text C is probably the easiest. Then, before giving the 
groups the texts, tell each group to discuss their question:  What do you 
know about the following? 

Group A: Weather Group B: Front      Group C: Types of pressure      Group D: 
Atmospheric pressure 

B. Procedure 
1. Give groups: A, B, C and D their relevant text. The text only needs to be 60 -

80 words length.  
2. Tell each group to red their text and check they know the meaning and 

pronunciation of the underlined words. Provide each group with a dictionary 
of biology.  

3. Tell each group to practise telling the text in their own words in pairs or 
threes. The can use the underlined words and phrases to help them.  

4. Give each person in the group a letter and number, e.g. for group A it will be 
A1, A2, A3, etc.ad in group B it will be B1, B2, B3, etc.  

5. Tell the learners to make groups of A1 + B1 + C1 + D1, A2 + B2 + C2, etc. 
Then they tell one another about their text in their own words. They should 
be prepared to answer any question they are asked. In a large class, ask them 
to talk quietly.  

C. Follow-up activity 
Ask different groups of learners to do different activities.  For example, ask groups 
B, C and D questions about the topic of group A: 

a) Complete, identify or explain the different pictures. 
b) Answer the following questions. 
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Outcomes 

Speaking 
Writing  

Conversation 

Non-linguistic output 

Explain different concepts to other classmates.  

Take the main ideas and summarize the text.  

Interaction with the teacher and with classmates in 
order to help each other 

 

Input  Listening 

Reading 

Viewing 

Others 

Listen partners’ and teacher contributions. 

Understand new knowledge reading a text.  

Subject-

matter 

CONTENT  

 Atmospheric pressure 

Air movements 

Weather elements 

Content-

Obligatory 

LANGUAGE  

 Changes of the weather 

Atmospheric pressure (Pascal, Atmosphere, 
millibar), High pressure (anticyclone), Low 
pressure (depression), humidity, air current, warm 
and cold front.  

Timing   55’ Jigsaw  

Format of 

interaction / 

Grouping 

Individual work  

Peer interaction 

Teacher-led interaction 

Jigsaw: students help each other while completing 
the activity. Teacher walks around, interacts with 
them and provides feedback 

Material   Photocopies, information cards, exercises 

Assessment Self-assessment:  

Peer assessment: 

Teacher assessment:  

Teacher provides feedback while students are 
working on their activities 
Revise students work.   
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Session 5 

Activity 6    

Activity 

description 

Read a table and graph with scientific dates.   

Students will answer some questions about a weather table and describe a 

climograph with scaffolding sentences.   

Teacher will help them during their learning process moving around the class and 

analysing the main questions with the full group.  

 

Outcomes 

Speaking 
Writing  

Conversation 

Non-linguistic output 

Answer orally the questions in pairs. 

Describe a climograph using 
scaffolding sentences.  

Interaction with classmates and with 
the teacher to help each other. 

 

Input  Listening 

Reading 

Viewing 

Others 

Listen partners’ contributions. 

Reading and understanding dates from 
a table and graph.  

Subject-matter 

CONTENT  

 Tables and climographs.  

Content-

Obligatory 

LANGUAGE  

 All vocabulary 

Timing   55’ 

Format of 

interaction / 

Grouping 

Individual work  

Peer interaction 

Teacher-led interaction 

Peer interaction: to analyse a table and 
a graph.  
Teacher will help in the learning 
process.   
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CMC 

(Computer 

Mediated 

Communication

) 

  

Material   Photocopies.  

Assessment Self-assessment:  

Peer assessment: 

Teacher assessment:  

Teacher provides feedback while 
students are working on their activities. 

Revise students work.   

 

Session 6 

Activity 7    

Activity 

description 

Weather forecast 

Explain the final project that students will develop in the next classes.  

Firstly, watch a BBC and TV3 weather forecast and analyse the main items presented.  

Secondly, revise knowledge learned in previous activities. Focus on the pressure map 

and air movements (depression, anticyclone, fronts, … )  and analyse the dates showed.  

Teachers will show an example of weather forecast.  

Students can work individual or in pairs to create the weather forecast. They will start 

their creation looking for information in different websites.  

 

Outcomes 

Speaking 
Writing  

Conversation 

Non-linguistic output 

Interaction with the teacher and classmates to 
help each other. 

 

Input  Listening 

Reading 

Viewing 

Others 

Listen to a video and partners’ contributions.  

Look for information in website about 
weather.  
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Subject-

matter 

CONTENT  

 Weather forecast 

Content-

Obligatory 

LANGUAGE  

 All vocabulary 

Timing   55’ 

Format of 

interaction / 

Grouping 

Individual work  

Peer interaction 

Teacher-led interaction 

Group class: watch the video 

Peer interaction: to analyse the main points of 
the video.  
Teacher-led their learning process.  

CMC 

(Computer 

Mediated 

Communicatio

n) 

 .  

Material   Video, projector, notebook, presentation.  

Assessment Self-assessment:  

Peer assessment: 

Teacher assessment:  

Teacher provides feedback while students are 
talking about the topic.  

 

Session 7-8 

Activity 8-9   

Activity 

description 

 Create and explain an oral 

presentation about a weather 

forecast of 3-4 days from your 

village. 

Your talk will be published in the 

TorreVicens TV screen and in the 

website.  
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Outcomes 

Speaking 

Writing 

Conversation 

Non-linguistic output 

Interaction with classmates and 

with the teacher to help each other 

create their oral presentation. 

Orally present their presentation to 

the class.  

 

Input Listening 

Reading 

Viewing 

Others 

Listen to partners’ contributions. 

Looking for information in websites.  

Subject-matter 

CONTENT 

 Weather forecast 

Content-

Obligatory 

LANGUAGE 

 All vocabulary 

Timing  110’ 

Format of 

interaction / 

Grouping 

Individual work 

Peer interaction 

Teacher-led interaction 

Individual or pair interaction  

CMC (Computer 

Mediated Communication) 

 Students will search at net and work 

with google drive to share 

information and materials 

Material  Computer, presentation, screens.  

Assessment Self-assessment:  

Peer assessment: 

Teacher assessment:  

Each member of the group will 

assess their participation, 

cooperation and presentation.  

The whole class will assess other 

oral classmates’ presentation. 

Teacher provides feedback while 

students are working on their 

activities. 
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Grup d'experimentació per al Plurilingüisme  

Every cloud has a silver lining 

MATERIALS 

 

Name: Marc Llorenç Batlle Aixalà 

 
Subject: Biology and Geology 

Course: 1st ESO  

Institut Torre Vicens 

Lleida 
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ACTIVITY 1: BRAINSTORMING 

Students will say words related with weather 

 

ACTIVITY 2: FLASH CARDS Match word + definition +photo 

Students will work in heterogeneous groups of 4 or 5. They use flash cards to create a mind map. 
Firstly, they will try to join images with words in the table. 
Then, each member will try to find the word definitions of his/her words in the walls. They organize 
by difficulty of topics. Meanwhile, they are looking for the definitions (students that have the same 
topic), they interact each other to choose the correct option. When, they finish, they come back to 
their group tables and explain their result to the rest of the group. 
Finally, full group with teacher led revise their activity. 
Teacher and language assistant walks around, interacts with them and provides feedback. 
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MATCH WORDS 

 

 

 

 

 

Temperature 

 

Hot 

Warm 

Temperate or Mild 

Cool or chilly 

Cold 

Freezing 

Precipitation 

 

Rain 

Snow 

Hail 

Dew 

Frost 

State of sky 

Sunny or Sunshine 

Clear sky 

Cloudy 

Overcast 

Foggy 

Other phenomenons 

Rainbow 

Thunder 

Lightning 

Drought 

Flood 

Type of winds 

Calm 

Breeze 

Moderate wind 

Strong Wind 

Tornado 

Hurricane 
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PRECIPITATION 
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STATE OF SKY 
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TYPE OF WINDS 
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TEMPERATURE 
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OTHER PHENOMEN 
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DEFINITIONS 

 

Temperature 

 
1. Having a relatively high temperature 

 

2. having a climate intermediate between tropical and polar; 

moderate or mild in temperature 

3. moderately cold 

 

4. having relatively little warmth; of a rather low temperature 

 

5. extremely cold 

 

6. characterized by or having a moderate degree of heat 

 

7. moderately hot 
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State of sky 

 

 

1. free from clouds 

 

2. thick with fog  / obscure 

 

3. covered with cloud or clouds 

 

4. covered over or obscured, esp. by clouds / more than 95 per cent 

cloud-covered 

5. the light received directly from the sun / the warmth from the 

sun 
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Precipitation 

 

1. A white deposit of ice particles, esp. one formed on objects out of 

doors at night. / an atmospheric temperature of below freezing 

point, characterized by the production of this deposit 

2. Precipitation from clouds in the form of drops of water, formed 

by the condensation of water vapour in the atmosphere 

3. small pellets of ice falling from cumulonimbus clouds when there 

are very strong rising air currents / a shower or storm of such 

pellets 

4. precipitation from clouds in the form of flakes of ice crystals 

formed in the upper 

5. drops of water condensed on a cool surface, esp. at night, from 

vapour in the air atmosphere related adjective 

/ related adjective: niveous 
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State of wind 

 

1. a severe, often destructive storm, esp a tropical cyclone / a wind of 

force 12 or above on the Beaufort scale 

2. intense in quality; not faint or feeble wind 

 

3. without wind  / of force 0 on the Beaufort scale; 

 

4. twister a violent storm with winds whirling around a small area of 

extremely low pressure, usually characterized by a dark funnel-

shaped cloud causing damage along its path 

5. not extreme or excessive wind; within due or reasonable limits 

6. a gentle or light wind / a wind of force two to six inclusive on the 

Beaufort scale 
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Other phenomenon 

1. a loud cracking or deep rumbling noise caused by the rapid 

expansion of atmospheric gases which are suddenly heated by 

lightning. 

2. a prolonged period of insufficient rainfall / a prolonged shortage 

(deficit of water). 

3. a bow-shaped display in the sky of the colours of the spectrum, 

caused by the refraction and reflection of the sun's rays through 

rain or mist. 

4. a flash of light in the sky, occurring during a thunderstorm and 

caused by a discharge of electricity, either between clouds or 

between a cloud and the earth. 

5. the inundation of land that is normally dry through the overflowing 

of a body of water, esp. a river /  the state of a river that is at an 

abnormally high level. 

Definitions from Collins Dictionary 
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ACTIVITY 3: DESCRIBE WEATHER MAPS REPORT 

Watch a short and introductory video explaining a weather forecast (Mac Millan video weather 

forecast nº9). Students give feedback about video description with the help of the teacher. 

Show a United Kingdom weather map and with the teacher led interaction, students describe 

the map. Teacher will introduce new knowledge (location, weather phenomenon, sky, wind 

and temperature). 

Then, students will work in pairs to do a photocopy to 
describe three maps. 

 
 

a) Read the following weather forecast and then draw 
the suitable symbols onto the map: 

Rain is possible especially in the Northeast of England, 
cloudy skies in Wales and clear skies in the rest of the 
United Kingdom. There are very strong winds from the 
Southeast in Wales and light winds from the South in 
England and Scotland. It’s warm in the South, cold in the 
centre and freezing in the North of the country. 

b) Use the following sentences to write a map 
description. 

 

Weather 
phenomena 

Rain, Snow, Hail 

Type of skies Clear and Cloudy skies, Overcast, Foggy 
Type of winds Light 

Strong 
Temperature Hot, Warm, Cool, Cold, Freezing 
Location indication South, North, East, West. 

Northeast, Northwest, Southeast, Northwest 
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Introduction: 

 
I / 

will 
explain 
describe 

the weather forecast of United Kingdom 
Europe 
Catalonia 

 

Explanation - Extension 

 
Weather phenomena 

 
Weather 
phenomena: 
Rain 
Snow 
Hail 

was 
is 
will be 

(possible 
especially) 

in the South, North, 
East, West. 
Northeast, 
Northwest, 
Southeast, 
Northwest 

of United 
Kingdom 
Catalonia 

in England 
Wales 
Scotland 
Catalonia 

On the Pyrenees  / 
Mediterranean  
coast coast  

 
It was 

is 
will be 

Raining 
Snowing 
Hailing 

in the South, North, East, 
West. 
Northeast, northwest, 
Southeast, Northwest 

of United Kingdom 
Catalonia 

in England  
Wales 
Scotland 
Catalonia 

on the Pyrenees  / Mediterranean  coast 
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Type of skies 
 

It was 
is 
will be 

sunny 
cloudy 
foggy 

day in the South, north, East, 
West. 
Northeast, Northwest, 
Southeast, Northwest 

of United 
Kingdom 
Catalonia 

a clear 
a cloudy 

skies in England 
Wales 
Scotland 
Catalonia 

overcast 

 

Type of winds 
 

There were 
are 
will be 

Light 
strong 

winds in the South, north, 
East, West. 
Northeast, 
Northwest, 
Southeast, 
Northwest 

of United 
Kingdom 
Catalonia 

calm  in England  
Wales 
Scotland 
Catalonia 

 
 

Temperature 
 

It was 
is 
will be 

hot 
warm 
temperate 
cool 
cold 
freezing 

in the Location 
indication 

of United 
Kingdom 
Catalonia 
Europe 

in England  
Wales 
Scotland 
Catalonia 
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Questions to interact about the weather 

 
● What’s it like out(side)? 
● How’s the weather? 
● What’s the weather like? 
● What’s the temperature? 
● What’s the weather forecast? 

 
Describe the two maps: 
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ACTIVITY 4: SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS 

Teacher will expose a PowerPoint presentation (weather 
station.ppt) to revise and discover scientific instruments to 
control weather characteristics and air quality. 
Then, students will do some activities and analyse the air quality 
of the class and outside using Bioclimatic Box. They will have 
the instruction worksheet in the bag. 

 
 
 
 

Match element – Instruments - Units 

 
After visualize a presentation, you complete this chart about weather elements and 
instruments You can repeat, once more, the words you use for temperature (hot, warm, 
temperate, cool, cold, freezing), for atmospheric pressure (high, low), for humidity (humid, 
dry, clammy), for precipitation (rain, snow, hail)... 

 

 
Elements Instruments How to express it  (units) 

Temperature Thermometer ºC (degrees Celsius) 
Atmospheric pressure Barometer Milibars 
Humidity Hygrometer % percent 
Precipitations or rainfall Rain gauge L/m2=Litres per square 

metre 

Wind speed Wind gauge Km/h= kilometres per 
hour 

Wind direction Vane From the North, South, East, 
West 

State of the sky Our eyes Clear, cloudy, overcast 
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ACTIVITY 5: JIGSAW READING WEATHER 

A. Orientation 
 
Divide the class into three groups, Group A, Group B and Group C. Take care to match the groups 
to the different levels of difficulty of the reading texts. For example, Text C is probably more 
difficult, while Text C is probably the easiest. Then, before giving the groups the texts, tell each 
group to discuss their question: 

What do you know about the following? 
 
Group A: Weather Group B: Front 

 
Group C: Types of pressure Group D: Atmospheric pressure Group E: 

Clouds 

B. Procedure 

 
1. Give groups: A, B, C and D their relevant text. The text only needs to be 60 -80 words 

length. 
2. Tell each group to red their text and check they know the meaning and pronunciation of the 

underlined words. Provide each group with a dictionary of biology. 
3. Tell each group to practise telling the text in their own words in pairs or threes. The can use 

the underlined words and phrases to help them. 
4. Give each person in the group a letter and number, e.g. for group A it will be A1, A2, A3, 

etc.ad in group B it will be B1, B2, B3, etc. 
5. Tell the learners to make groups of A1 + B1 + C1 + D1, A2 + B2 + C2, etc. Then they tell 

one another about their text in their own words. They should be prepared to answer any 
question they are asked. In a large class, ask them to talk quietly. 

 
C. Follow-up activity 

 
Ask different groups of learners to do different activities. For example, ask groups B, C and D 
questions about the topic of group A: 

a) Complete, identify or explain the different pictures. 
b) Answer the following questions. 
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D. Activity  

Group A 

 
 
 

Questions group A: 

 
a) True or false: 

a. Weather describes the characteristic pattern of weather in an area, over a long period 
of time. 

b. A foggy day has a low humidity level. It is a dry day. 
c. Clouds are formed when rising air hots. 

b) Which are the conditions that effects on the weather? 
 

 

 

 

A: Weather is the state of atmospheric. It defines the  

conditions at a certain place, over a short period of time. 

Weather conditions include: 

- Humidity is the concentration of water vapour    

-> dry or wet 

- Clouds are formed when rising air cools. 

- Precipitation is any product of the 

condensation of atmospheric water vapor 

that falls under gravity.
 
( rain, snow and 

hail). 

- Temperature  is a measure of how hot or cold the 

air is 

- Wind is air movements. 
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Group B 

 

 
 
 
Questions group B: 

 
a) True or false: 

a. A warm front occurs when a mass of warm air moves towards a mass of cold air. It 
is identify using red lines with small semicircles. 

b. A cold front occurs when a mass of warm air moves 
towards a mass of cold air. It is identify using blue 
lines with triangles. 

b) Identify each front of the images: 
c) Where do you find cold and warm air? 

 

 

B: Air masses move around. The place where cold air meets 

warm air is called a front. 

- A warm front occurs when a mass of warm air 

moves towards a mass of cold air. Warm 

fronts are represented by red lines with small 

semicircles on them. 

- A cold front occurs when a mass of cold air moves 

towards a mass of warm air. Cold fronts are 

represented by blue lines with triangles on them. 
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Group C 
 

 
 
Questions group C: 

 
a) True or false: 

a. Air moves from low pressure to high pressure. 
b. Hot air rises and the colder surrounding air move in to take its place. 
c. Depression is created by air moving. Air moves from a land mass towards the 

sea. 
d. When you have anticyclones, there are no clouds and the sun shines. 

b) Describe the image: 
 

 
 

C: Air moves from high pressure areas to low pressure 

areas. 

The Sun heats the air. Then, hot air rises and the colder 

surrounding air move in to take its place. 

- Low pressure area or Depression. It is a region 

where the atmospheric pressure is lower than that 

of surrounding locations. It brings humidity and the 

probability to form clouds and precipitation.  

- High pressure area or Anticyclones. It is a region 

where the atmospheric pressure is higher than that 

of surrounding locations. There are no clouds and 

the sun shines. 
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Group D 

 
 

 

 
Questions group D: 

 
a) True or false: 

a. Atmospheric pressure increases with altitude. 
b. The pressure is lower than at the top of a mountain. 
c. The density is lower with the altitude. 

b) What are the units of atmospheric pressure? 
c) What is the pressure in the picture of Group B? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

D: Air has weight. The pressure it exerts on a surface is 

called atmospheric pressure. It is caused by gravity, and its 

measured in Pascals (Pa) milibars (mBar) or atmospheres 

(atm). 

Torricelli (1627), Italian scientist, proved that atmospheric 

pressure decreases with altitude. At sea level, the pressure 

is higher than at the top of a mountain. 

The density is the mass per unit volume of Earth's 

atmosphere. Air density, like air pressure, decreases with 

increasing altitude. On the Earth’s surface, it is nearly 

about 1 kg/m
3

.  
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Group E: 

 
 

 
Questions group E: 

 
a) True or false: 

a. The water vapour molecules in the air evaporate to form cloud droplets or ice 
crystals. 

b. Cumulus is horizontal and low clouds. 
c. Stratus clouds never produce precipitations. 

b) Identify the different clouds. 
 

 
 

c) What will the weather probably be like if you are looking at cirrus clouds? And if you are 
looking at cumulonimbus clouds? 

E: Clouds form when rising air cools. Some of the water 

vapour molecules in the air condense to form cloud 

droplets or ice crystals. Types of clouds: 

Cirrus: they are thin and high altitude clouds. These 

form above 6000m. They usually indicate rain. 

Cumulus: they are like cotton wool. They form at 

about 1000m. (good weather). They can develop into 

cumulonimbus: thunder clouds (they bring rain).  

Stratus clouds: they are low and horizontal clouds. 

These normally cover most of the sky.  It is common 
for a stratus to form on a weak warm front (no 
precipitation) 
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ACTIVITY 6: READ A TABLE AND GRAPH WITH SCIENTIFIC DATES 

Students will answer some questions about a weather table and describe a climograph with 

scaffolding sentences. 

Teacher will help them during their learning process moving around the class and 
analysing the main questions with the full group. 

Knowledge and vocabulary: 
 

- Weather: refers to the conditions of the atmosphere in a particular place at a 
particular time. 

- Climate: refers to the average conditions of the atmosphere in a specific area over a 
long period of time. To determine the climate of a specific area, meteorologists study 
the average temperature and precipitation. 

- New words: average, climograph, rainfall 
- Superlative: Highest, Lowest, Hottest, Coldest, Wettest, Driest 
- Ordinal numbers: 1st First, 2nd Second, 3rd Third, 4th Fourth, 11th Eleventh, ... 

 

Weather table: 

 
Day Highest 

temperature 
(ºC) 

Lowest 
temperature 

(ºC) 

Humidity 
(%) 

Atmospheric 
pressure 

(mb) 

Precipitation 

(l/m2) 

Wind 
direction 

State of 
the sky 

1 20 10 60 1004  N Clear 
2 13 8 90 996 12 W Overcast 
3 14 9 85

0 
998 7 W Overcast 

4 14 9 80 998 15 W Overcast 
5 16 7 75 1003  N Cloudy 
6 18 7 65 1005  N Cloudy 
7 19 6 60 1008  N Clear 
8 17 4 60 1010  N Clear 
9 19 4 50 1013  N Clear 
10 18 5 60 1014  N Clear 
11 16 5 60 1005  N Cloudy 
12 16 6 60 1003  N Cloudy 
13 17 5 70 1003  W Cloudy 
14 16 4 70 1001  W Cloudy 
15 18 6 80 1001  W Cloudy 
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1. What was the highest temperature on the thirteenth day? 
2. What was the humidity on the 10th? 
3. What was the atmospheric pressure on the ninth day? 
4. Where was the wind from on the 15th? 
5. What was the sky like on the 3th? 
6. Which was the coldest day? 
7. Which was the warmest day? 
8. What’s the highest temperature? 
9. Which was the driest day? 
10. Which was the most humid day? 
11. Which was the day with the highest atmospheric pressure? And the lowest? 
12. How many days did it rain? 
13. How much did it rain considering the whole period? 
14. Where did most of the winds come from? 
15. How many days has the sky been cloudy? 
16. Can you see any relationship between humidity and atmospheric pressure? 

 
 

17. Can you see any   relationship between atmospheric pressure
and precipitations? 

 

18. Can you see any relationship between atmospheric pressure and clear sky? 
 
 

19. Now you can understand why atmospheric pressure is very important for a weather forecast. 
If the pressure today is higher than it was yesterday, will the weather be better or worse? 
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Describe a climograph from Lleida: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Watch carefully the climate graph for Lleida and describe it with the help of the table. 
 

The hottest month in Lleida is January 
coldest February 
wettest May 
driest August 

 

 
The average monthly temperature is   ºC 

 
 
  ºF 

annual 
The maximum 

minimum 
 
 

The average monthly rainfall in Lleida is   mm 
The total annual 

 

Describe the climograph 
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ACTIVITY 7: WATCH A WEATHER FORECAST 

Explain the final project that students will develop in the next classes. 

Firstly, watch a BBC and TV3 weather forecast and analyse the main items presented. Secondly, 

revise knowledge learned in previous activities. Focus on the pressure map and air movements 

(depression, anticyclone, fronts, … ) and analyse the dates showed. Teachers will show an example 

of weather forecast (weather forecast.pptx). 

Students can work individual or in pairs to create the weather forecast. They will start their 
creation looking for information in different websites. 

http://www.bbc.com/weather/ 
http://www.weatherwizkids.com/ 
http://www.aemet.es/en/eltiempo/prediccion/municipios/lleida-id25120 
http://www.ccma.cat/el-temps/mapes/ 
http://www.meteo.cat/ http://www.ccma.cat/el-
temps/mapes/pluges/ 
http://www.ccma.cat/el-temps/divendres-del-sol-a-les-precipitacions/noticia/2715541/ 

 
 

ACTIVITY 8: CREATE A WEATHER FORECAST 

Create and explain an oral presentation about a weather forecast of 3-4 days from your village. 
Your talk will be published in the TorreVicens TV screen and in the website. 
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ACTIVITY 9: ASSESSMENT 

SELF AND PEER ASSESSMENT ORAL PRESENTATION:  

SPEAKING SKILLS 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Eye Contact 
(Presenter keeps head up, does not read, 
and speaks to whole audience.) 

    

Posture 
(Presenter stands up straight, faces 
audience, and doesn’t fidget.) 

    

Volume 
(Presenter can be easily heard by all) 

    

Delivery 
(Presenter doesn’t rush, shows 
enthusiasm, avoids likes, ums, kind ofs, 
etc. Uses complete sentences.) 

    

 

CONTENT  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Introduction 
Presentation begins with a clear 
focus/thesis. 

    

Topic Development 
Presentation includes all elements 
previously determined by the teacher 
(temperatures, weather maps, 
pressure map, village description). 

    

b. Presentation is clearly organized 
(material is logically sequenced, related 
to thesis, and not repetitive). 

    

c. Presentation shows full grasp and 
understanding of the material. 

    

 



     

 

 Adapted from CLIL-SI 2015. More information at: http: //grupsderecerca.uab.cat/clilsi/ 

 

 

SELF AND PEER ASSESSMENT IN JIGSAW READING . 
 

JIGSAW READING 

ACTIVITY 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Eye Contact 
(Presenter keeps head up, does not read, 
and speaks to whole group.) 

    

Delivery and volume 
Presenter uses complete sentences, can 
be easily heard and shows enthusiasm in 
his/her speaking. 

    

Content 
Presenter shows full grasp and 
understanding of the material and make 
understandable to the rest of the 
members. 

    

Conclusion 
Presenter highlights key ideas and 
concludes with a final statement. 

    

Questions 
Presenter fields questions easily. 
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SELF ASSESSMENT: WORK GROUP 
 
 

THE WEATHER 
  

 

 
 

 Recalling and 
Understanding 
information 

You can easily 
remember, 
understand and 
explain the 

You can fairly 
well remember, 
understand and 
explain the 

You can 
remember, 
understand and 
explain 

You find it 
difficult to 
remember, 
understand and 

 weather forecast. weather somewhat about explain the 
  forecast. the weather weather 
   forecast. forecast. 
Applying 
information 

You can easily 
use and apply the 
information to 

You can use 
most of the 
information to 

You can use 
some of the 
information to 

You can use 
little of the 
information to 

 talk about the talk about the talk about the talk about the 
 weather and weather and weather and weather and 
 answer the answer the answer the answer the 
 questions. questions. questions. questions. 

Group work You participated 
in all the aspects 
of the unit with 
your group. You 
have worked 
extremely well 
and solved issues 
with group 
members. 

You 
participated in 
most of the 
aspects of the 
unit with your 
group. You 
have worked 
very well and 
solved most of 
the issues with 
group members. 

You participated 
in some of the 
aspects of the 
unit with your 
group. You have 
worked well and 
solved some of 
the issues with 
group members. 

You barely 
participated in 
unit with your 
group. You 
have worked 
little and 
solved none of 
the issues with 
group 
members. 

Survey 
project 

You participated 
in all of the 
aspects of the 

You 
participated in 
most of the 

You participated 
in some of the 
aspects of the 

You barely 
participated in 
the aspects of 

 creation of the aspects of the creation of the the creation of 
 final project. creation of the final project. the final 
  final project.  project. 

 

 

 


